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Abstract : This research is carried out in Bandung, Indonesia. This study aims to examine the chance of the 

continuity of a traditional market by investigating significant factors that become its advantage so that it can 

compete and continually grow, and to know strategies conducted by traditional market traders to face the 

competition. The method used in this study is descriptive qualitative with a literature review, field observation 

and interview as the data collection technique. The result shows that the biggest competitor for traditional 

market traders is other traders within the traditional market itself and street vendors selling around it. Meanwhile 

the marketing strategies used by them to face the competitors are giving lower prices, providing various 

products, keeping the quality, organizing the products’ arrangement in the store neatly, giving quick service, 

being friendly to buyers, keeping the store clean and providing installment payment. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
One of the strategic assets giving contribution 

to Original Local Income is traditional market. In 

fact, it becomes one of powers that run economic 

dynamics in an area. It is shown by seeing the 

trading activity in the traditional market which is 

inseparable from human’s daily activities.  

Traditional markets in Bandung offers many trades 

from vegetables from farmers until products from 

manufacturers. The bigger the market is, the greater 

it helps people’s economic level surrounding it. Its 

existence is inseparable from the society.  However 

as it develops more and the background of 

population varies more, the market demands become 

bigger qualitatively or quantitatively. This condition 

is not understood by traditional market 

administrators in which the society demanded to get 

convenience and safety in their shopping.  It 

becomes worse when the market is not orderly 

arranged. For example, Andir traditional market has 

over-trading activities outside its market area, large 

bulk of smelly garbage and unwell-ordered parking 

area. Viewed from its building, it consists of kiosks, 

stalls and open areas on floor opened by sellers and 

also market administrators. Andir traditional market 

provides daily needs and food such as fish, fruit, 

vegetables, eggs, meat, garments, textile, electronic 

equipment, various services and so on. 

Andir traditional market as a place in which 

economic activities runs and brings together buyers 

and sellers is demanded to prepare the difficult 

market competition. Some considers that the 

occurrence of modern markets which compete each 

had decrease the existence of traditional markets. 

However the most difficult competition happens 

between the traders inside Andir market and outside 

it, street vendors. In addition, it still has internal 

problems like bad market management, lack of 

market facilities, burdensome fee charged to traders, 

fast-growing of street vendors who reduce traders’ 

customers and lack of financial aid for them. 

Moreover, infrastructure problems that have been 

serious problems then are the building with more 

than one floor which is unpopular for customers, 

cleanliness and unwell-organized rubbish dump, 

narrow parking area and unhealthy air circulation. 

In this case, the market management is not service-

oriented but it is profit-oriented; therefore the 

building and its convenience are often neglected. 

Those facts are proved by the unclean environment, 

broken building and floor, interior arrangement 

which is not accommodative and unrepresentative. It 

makes the customers see it as a smelly, stale, muddy 

and dirty market. This condition needs an 

improvement in order to make Andir traditional 

market grow, develop and give more profit for the 

traders. 

Those facts makes the customers prefer to move to 

modern markets which offers completeness and 

convenience of shopping. These matters should 

concern the market managements in order to make 

Andir market a convenient safe and pleasing place 

for shopping. These matters also makes it incapable 

of developing quickly. In the past, it offered low 

prices with bargain prices but then modern markets 

did the same way by offering discounts which made 

people move to modern markets. 

Reputation of Andir traditional market must be 

handled seriously by the local government because it 

is related to human life. The improvement to make it 

convenient, interesting and well-reputed is a difficult 

challenge to do for the local government as its 

responsibility toward public. The local government 

has to urge the management to develop and improve 

the service as if modern markets so it does not loss 

its customers. The local government has conducted 

some ways to stimulate its developments to endure 

and prevent it from elimination from the market 

competition. One of them is developing it as a semi-

modern market which is convenient, clean and safe. 

The traders of Andir traditional market are not only 

competing with those of modern markets, but they 

are also competing with street vendors surrounding 

it. They impairs the traders inside it because they are 

in the front of the entrance making the buyers buy 

outside rather than enter into the market. Therefore, 

in a business competition case, a strategy is really 

important because it is the main capital to exist. 

According to (Swastha 2002) small companies or 

companies which want to improve their efficiency 

can have market segmentation. They can concentrate 

their marketing at a specific segmented market. If 

the market has been segmented by a market study, 

the company should make a good plan to enter the 

chosen segment. Decisions in the market can be 

categorized into four strategies, i.e.; product 

strategy, price strategy, promotion strategy and 

distribution strategy. Combination of those four will 

create a marketing mix. 

In a business, competition among traders are 

common, each of them wants their business to run 

well and to be able to compete with others. Although 

the competition is unavoidable, a fair competition is 

expected and therefore the traders must have a 

particular strategy to endure and maintain the 

number of customers. 

Overall, the traders in Andir market has a lower 

educational background. Therefore, they does not 

have any strategy to trade. They only relies on 

hospitality in the service, trust for those who wanted 
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to owe and price as it is a main factor to attract 

buyers. 

 

2. LITERATURE REVIEW 

The dynamics of a traditional market will be 

always interesting, where it contains elements to 

earn such as consumer’s and trader’s behavior in the 

market. Belshaw in (Sadilah et al. 2011) said that a 

market is not only a place to trade but also it 

functions as a place to store, distribute goods and 

move commodities from one to another or from a 

place to another place and from a role to another 

role. It is a place which has social, economic, 

cultural, political elements and is  used as a medium 

for sellers and buyers to meet and have exchange. 

According to (Samuelson 1996) if in a market many 

companies sell almost the same products, it belongs 

to a market structure known as a monopolistic 

competition. It is similar to a complete competition 

in three sides i.e.; there are  many sellers and buyers, 

it is easy for industries to come and go, and 

companies suppose that other companies’ prices 

remain same. Meanwhile the difference between 

both is the product. In a complete competition the 

products are identic but in the monopolistic they are 

rather different. It is assumed that the products 

offered are not homogeneous but they are 

intentionally distinguished through many kinds of 

promotions. So, even the products are actually 

interchangeable each other, the consumers can have 

preference to choose products from the traditional 

market or modern one. According to (Salvatore 

1993) a monopolistic competition refers to a market 

organization in which there exist many companies 

which sell almost the same commodities because of 

the products differentiation by the consumers who 

choose their own preference. 

Some economists say that a market is related to its 

activities, not to its place. The main characteristic is 

the existence of transaction or trading. The 

customers come to the market to pay the price (Fuad 

et al. 2000). A market is a chain that connects 

between a producer and consumer, a buyer and 

seller, a business enterprise and community of 

consumers. It has a significant role in a modern 

economy because the prices are established in it. It is 

a place where interaction between the demand and 

offer happens, and transaction of trading happens 

after the equality of the demand and offer (Subroto 

and Daru Wahyuni 2014). 

The condition of  a traditional market and its 

existence is a social problem to which many parties 

must pay attention especially the government, 

because it is the heart of economy for the civil 

society and it existence is related to human life. The 

government can do preparation for market 

development by carrying out the arrangements of the 

commodity, traffic, market cleanliness, parking area, 

distance between a traditional market and the 

modern one to protect the traditional marker and 

construction to lose its bad assumptions about it. The 

construction is not only aimed to face the 

competition with the fast-growing modern markets 

around it but it is also among the traders themselves 

inside it. A rational strategy is the only way to stop 

conflicts among them, particularly among traders 

who sell vegetables, fruit and daily basic 

commodities (Wahyu Dwi Utami 2012). 

Some acts that must be taken in order to change the 

society’s opinion towards traditional are as follow: 

1. Arranging the products arrangement neatly, like 

arranging them based on the kinds or similar 

criteria. For instance, giving a special place for 

meat, vegetables, fruit and so on. 

2. Keeping the cleanliness of the market 

environment and providing trash bin for every 

few meters in order that people both buyers and 

sellers can throw the trash into its place. As we 

know, usually trash in a traditional market is 

scattered around and it disturbs the environment. 

3. Socializing the traditional market to the young 

generation that it is not worse than the modern 

one, especially when there is bargaining between 

the buyer and seller to get the appropriate price. 

4. Assuring the safety by providing official security 

guards from the government who are always 

ready in the market. 

5.  Establishing more facilities such as a prayer 

room, toilets and roads for customers. 

 

An ideal traditional market is one which is clean, 

wide and has well-organized the buildings and 

commodities, meaning that it is arranged based on 

the kinds of the products. For example, fruit sellers 

are grouped among them in a specific place as well 

as other sellers therefore the customers are not 

confused to get what they want. A good market must 

also have a good parking management, sanitation 

and enough facilities such as prayer room and 

toilets. 

A market, besides it connects between buyers and 

sellers it also connects between the customers’ needs 

and producers’ products. The customers need 

products to consume and the producers need the 

profit from the trading. The development of the 

global market keeps positioning a traditional market 

as the important center of economic activities. 

Although it is predicated on its negative sides, 

however commonly people still tend to go to it. The 

negative reputation is caused by the inappropriate 

behavior from the traders, customers or buyers and 

administrators. On the other hand, it has some 

positive sides such as having lower and negotiable 
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prices, various and fresh commodities and being 

near to society.   

Knowledge about consumers in common is 

knowledge that the traders need to understand 

especially their customers. It includes potential 

customers, their sensitivity toward the price, the 

access to the place and customer segmentation. The 

knowledge about potential customers determines the 

seller’s focus toward a customer who is assumed to 

be potential to give him more service than other. The 

knowledge about customer’s price sensitivity 

determines the strategy to decide the price level in 

order to increase the selling. 

Those who have more knowledge about customers 

and their competitors can develop strategies to 

market the products correctly, maintain the 

customers and compete the competitors. Their 

knowledge gives them benefits upon other traders 

and competitors. The traders in the traditional 

market can try to give discount in a specific period 

to improve the selling as modern markets do so. To 

support the strategies to face the competition, they 

need to understand the supplier, including 

competitors’ credibility as the supplier’s customers, 

in order that they know his treatment to them, his 

trust toward them and vice versa, his amount of 

supply and price to them. The information about the 

supplier supports to decide the appropriate strategy 

after reviewing the information about the customers 

and competitors. 

Based on the observation in the field, it indicates that 

the strategy that the traders’ had was providing a 

lower price. They provides varied quality of 

products that attract most buyers from low-end to 

mid-end level who cannot shop in modern markets. 

It indicates that one of the factors that attracts 

consumers to visit the traditional market is relatively 

lower and negotiable price. 

 

3. METHODOLOGY 

The methodology used in this research is a 

descriptive research with a qualitative approach. The 

data collection techniques are observation, interview 

and documentation. Using a detailed interview 

allows to explore toward the object of the research 

that is traders in Andir market. The validity used is 

data triangulation, in which data analysis technique 

includes data collection, data reduction, data 

presentation and determination of the decisions or 

verification.  

 

4. FINDINGS AND RESULTS 

In a business, competition among traders is 

common. Everyone wants their business to run well 

and be able to compete. According to the traders in 

Andir market, a price strategy is needed attract 

customers. If the price is lower, the customers will 

want it. They thereupon does price discrimination by 

distinguishing the price for household buyers and 

shop resellers. Even between the buyers and sellers 

they have a high level of trust so they could owe the 

products. These common systems are specific 

characteristics that became a unique inherited 

custom. 

Andir market as a public infrastructure provided by 

the government has many problems that needs 

solution from the administrator. Some basic 

problems that a traditional market have are 

(Zumrotin 2002): 

1. Management: incapability to create a clean, safe 

and comfort traditional market and lack of efforts 

to demand the traders to behave fairly and 

honestly causes the consumers unwilling to visit 

it. Beside that, a muddy, smelly and unsafe market 

with unfair and dishonest behavior creates 

disappointment and incredibility for the customers 

make them leave it due to risks that may occur 

there. 

2. Location and interior arrangement:   the problems 

occur from the operational interior arrangement 

and the existence of unproductive business places. 

3. Pattern of the construction and funding: traditional 

market renovation done by the government  

merely focuses on the physical building without 

social and economic improvement for the traders. 

To solve the matters, the local government should 

work harder  to develop Andir market in order to be 

able to compete with modern markets. However, due 

to limited fund, the local government involves 

private parties to manage it. Providing efficient 

facilities and infrastructures by involving them was 

aimed at fulfilling the society’s demands which are 

not only efficient and economical but also had social 

dimension. The involvement of private parties is 

needed due to some matters as follow (Darrin, 

Mervin, and Lewis 2001): 

 1. The government’s fund is limited to pay the cost 

to build infrastructure and there are also the 

limited technology and resources. And in the other 

hand, the necessity of infrastructure is urgent. 

2. Establishment participation based on the society’s 

need through the risk sharing which is the 

government’s responsibility is distributed to the 

private party. 

Andir market as the center of trading activities is 

still visited by local visitors around it or from other 

areas. However the competition among the traders in 

Andir market and street vendors outside it is very 

tight because each wants to get maximum profit in 

order to endure within the market competition. 

Those who cannot compete will get lesser profit or 

even loss because they does not get any profit. The 

increase of the number of street vendors outside the 

Andir market building is the main problem faced by 
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the traders inside the market. Their existence outside 

gives a dirty and messy image and also threaten the 

existence of the traders inside who is hiring kiosks. 

This increase is related to the market management. 

Therefore the solution for this problem is related to 

the market management from the market 

administrator or local government. 

The existence of this group of street vendors who 

exists almost in all locations becomes the 

competitors for the traders. They lay their goods out 

in the front of the market up to the road side often 

caused traffic jam and make a messy image and 

discomfort. Those who can afford the hire cost or 

felt that their goods are saleable will prefer to 

become street vendors. Even though some local 

regulations have been applied to discipline them, 

their existence is unavoidable. This matter is related 

to the management problem because, in fact, their 

existence increases their fee charge.  

On the other side, the traders must have strategies to 

improve their income in Andir market whereas their 

strategies are: 

1. Hospitality in service 

Hospitality is a key to gain emotional relation with 

buyers. They will feel comfortable and respectif 

the sellers are kind and friendly. A strong 

emotional relation will attract buyers to visit again 

and again. 

2. Lower price 

The main attraction in Andir market is lower 

price. Traders offer goods with lower prices to 

attract buyers to visit. 

3. Freedom to choose the products 

Another strategy is giving buyers freedom to 

choose the goods they want such as clothes, 

sandals, veils and accessories. They do so to give 

buyers freedom and comfort to choose what they 

want. 

4. The appropriate commodities to the local society 

It is applied during seasonal moments such as at 

the beginning of an academic year or feast days. 

At those moments they sell commodities which 

are needed by people such as school uniforms, 

shocks during the beginning of an academic year 

or various food and beverage during Ramadhan 

and muslim clothes, prayer cloaks and veils during 

Eid Mubarak. They can get more profit because 

the commodities are needed and wanted by society 

and they can be sold quickly. They do so in order 

to increase the income for their families. 

5. Using the profit as capital 

 

The traders in Andir market does some efforts to 

manage their profit in order to survive in the 

business. This strategy includes the way to get the 

capital, get the profit and get survived in the 

business. Their capital is from their own saving. 

Most of them do not owe money from any of 

financial institution because trading business in the 

market is categorized as informal sector which does 

not need capital to start. The main capital is used to 

buy the goods and related facilities for the business. 

 As the life develops, the society needs the more 

various and complete availability of primary, 

secondary and tertiary necessities. They also needs 

supportive facilities in shopping that help them to 

get comfort, freedom, security, low price and good 

quality. In many cases, comfortable shopping 

becomes the main reason for buyers to move to the 

modern market, therefore strategies to make Andir 

market comfortable and attractive for customers are 

essential. 

With its disadvantageous condition, Andir market 

will remain existed by appropriate allow the buyers 

and sellers to build close relation. Another thing that 

make it remain is the ability to follow the 

consumers’ demands, i.e. improving the 

management, cleanliness, comfort and assuring the 

safety and security. In addition, those positive 

aspects that Andir market has needed to be 

optimized. Therefore it will keep attractive although 

it is as a classic strategy. Then, it is the time for 

Andir market to apply its classic strategy as a main 

capital to survive from the business trading 

competition. It is conducted to encourage buyers to 

come and there are some strategies or efforts 

conducted by its traders to solve the problems 

related to the occurrence of modern markets 

(Arfandi Ananda 2018). 

Some classic strategies which will improve the 

number of customers if they are executed well are as 

follow: 

1. Negotiable price 

Negotiation for the price will not occur in the 

modern markets which have given fixed price tags 

therefore they will not give any chance to 

negotiate the price. Andir market gives chance for 

customers to bargain the appropriate price. The 

price is not fixed price which can not be 

negotiable however it is the result of bargaining 

which creates a deal. The deal can be a win-win 

solution for both the buyer and seller therefore 

both are satisfied during the transaction. 

Negotiation process is a beginning to open 

interpersonal communication, observation, 

networking, trust and the price. The people 

involve in the transaction experienced that the 

transaction can be possibly cancel meaning that 

there is continuity which is wished to continue in 

the future with the same satisfactory. When the 

transaction happens multiple times, the trading 

process will be more humanistic and meaningful. 

Economic relationship with regular customers has 
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values and norms in the practice (Laksono S. 

2009) 

2. Flexibility on the payment system 

The system exists in Andir market allow flexible 

payment, especially if the seller and buyer has 

known each other.  Credit transaction and 

installments, such as some strategies conducter in 

order to maintain the regular customers. They are 

allowed to pay the goods later. It means that they 

can bring the products and pay for them later 

when they come in the next time to buy again.  

3. Special treatment for regular customers 

The traders in Andir market know their regular 

customers. Usually they are resellers who buy in 

bulks daily to be sold again in their own stores. 

The traders will give them special treatment such 

as lower prices, easy payment like installment 

payment, giving gifts when feast days come and 

so on. 

4. Price discrimination 

It is not a prohibited strategy in a business 

competition. The prohibited one means a 

discrimination which causes a consumer must pay 

the different price from another customer for the 

same product or service. The producer determines 

the price which may result bigger profit than if he 

determines a single price for all consumers. This 

kind of strategy can cause unfair business 

competition among traders (Rachmadi Usman 

2004). The price discrimination in this case  

distinguishes the prices between household buyers 

(retail sales) and traders (wholesales). The price 

level is an important factor that influences the 

buyer’s decision to shop. By doing this 

differentiation, the resellers will prefer to shop in 

Andir market meanwhile the household buyers 

will also shop in Andir market to fulfill their 

necessity due to its lower prices. 

5. Close relation between the sellers and customers 

The traders in Andir market usually have already 

regular customers. They know and trust each 

other. It is shown during the transaction process 

when sometimes they talked about something 

unrelated to the transaction or even they make 

joke. It is a unique thing which does not occur in 

the modern market. 

 

It is undisputable that Andir market as a public room 

has differences from a modern market. In Andir 

market, between sellers and buyers respect one 

another and had the same position to accept different 

price, quality and other things in order to have 

agreement through friendly negotiation. The prices 

in Andir market are not fixed, therefore the 

negotiation is possible. The transaction model is 

conducted through local communication with social 

symbols such as local language, smiles, greeting, 

openness and intimacy. By cultural approaches, the 

society of traditional markets have memorable 

experience which is democratic and friendly, even 

though, in fact, Andir market is actually dirty and 

messy. 

The customers in Andir market tend to have 

communication in the price negotiation, search of 

quality, ordering the goods and another price 

development. Goods offer in Andir market are 

commonly local products and the quality and 

quantity are not sorted tightly. The quantity available 

is not too much therefore if a product is not found in 

a kiosk, it may be found inmanagement in all aspects 

such as cleanliness, comfort and security. The 

positive aspects that other market commonly does 

not have makes Andir market survive. For instance, 

the negotiable prices and the circumstance which 

another kiosk. The distribution in Andir market 

consists of the producers, distributors, sub-

distributors, retailers and consumers. Some obstacles 

occurs in Andir market are payment system to the 

distributor or sub-distributor which is in cash. The 

sellers cannot have promotion or commodity 

discount. They only can lower the prices on the 

products which are less saleable for buyers. 

Additionally, they can face difficulties in fulfilling 

the product continuity and find weakness in 

management and technology which led to the 

weakness in the business competition. 

Some of consumers in Andir market are from low-

end and mid-end economic levels who have high 

sensitivity to the price. Andir market becomes more 

unpopular as modern markets occurs. It makes low-

end society’s economic level worse. There are some 

strategies in order to make Andir market survive, as 

follow: 

1. Doing improvement to make it more competitive 

to compete with modern markets, for examples 

by creating policies from the government which 

supports its improvement making it cleaner, 

fresher and more spacious or in another word 

improving its image among people. As we know 

that its image is not really good. The 

improvement of its image can be conducted by 

improving its facilities and infrastructure such as 

parking area, air circulation, cleanliness, security 

and lighting so it does not show stuffy and dirty 

impression and therefore bad impression attribute 

to the traditional market could be omitted. 

2. Creating a market specification to compete with 

modern markets by showing a particular 

characteristic for each traditional market.  

Product specialization in every market will 

attract consumers to come to the market which 

suites their needs. For instances, the specialized 

characteristics that can be shown are bird market, 

textile market, garment market, second-hand 
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goods market, medicine market, souvenir market 

and so on. Moreover, the food offered must be as 

fresh as possible because it is also the special 

characteristic of traditional market. Another 

effort is by doing massive promotion  which aims 

to show its traditional identity. 

3. Creating market-zone regulation. There must be 

governmental regulation which regulated the 

market zone, especially modern markets. The 

regulations must aim to protect traditional market 

existence. The establishment of modern markets 

must be limited within an area where a traditional 

market exists.  

4. Applying the limitation of the operational time 

from 10 a.m. to 10 p.m. It is the limitation for 

customers and modern markets to protect the 

existence of the traditional market. 

5. Involving the government to improve the 

regulation which does not support traditional 

markets and pay more attention to traditional 

markets. 

6. Increasing the society’s participation because 

traditional markets can evenly distribute the 

family income. 

7. Providing appropriate infrastructure which can 

compete the modern markets by taking some 

traditional markets which are able to compete with 

the modern markets as models. It can also be 

conducted by keeping the market cleanliness.  

 

The conditions that affect Andir market are; 

undisciplined traders, unprofessional management 

and undetermined regulation related to the market 

management. The existence of messy street vendors 

is another problem in its management. It makes 

customers shop outside the market rather than inside 

because the commodities offered are relatively the 

same as those offer inside the market. Nevertheless, 

there are some weaknesses in the trading activities in 

Andir market, such as its lateness to adapt with the 

change of urban life style in which some women no 

longer want to bargain to the price (Sulistyo and 

Budhi Cahyono 2010). 

If the obstacles that hinder the development of 

traditional markets can be solved, the chance to omit 

the bad image toward traditional market can happen. 

It needs well plans and improvement. One of the 

ways to do by the government to develop Andir 

market is market empowerment. The Andir market 

development programs are as follow: 

1.Improving the competition of market management; 

2. Market monitoring programme; 

3. Market arrangement and eshtablisment; 

4. Optimalizing the use of the market area; 

5. Networking improvement of the commodity 

supply to the traders. 

6. Developing the concept of market as economic 

corridor (tourism market); 

7. Fair market competition or rewards and 

sertification. 

 

Despite those, the improvement of Andir market as 

it is expected was not easy, because it is related to 

the educational background of low-end society 

which tends to be low. In addition, their life style 

also hinders the market organization. The 

appropriate solution to solve the problems in Andir 

market is by synergizing the Andir market with 

modern markets as one functional unit. The 

government’s policies must solve the problems of 

traditional markets because they are the main 

potential pillar for the economic improvement. They 

can give life for economic sector especially for low-

end society. The local government can also make 

profit by using traditional markets as tourism 

destinations. The local government can get more tax 

payment from those markets. In order to create 

cleaner and more comfortable environment, 

regulations that support the competitiveness of 

traditional markets must be created and applied with 

efforts to improve the infrastructures, to do 

investment in developing the traditional markets, 

determine the minimum requirement of service, 

develop the market administrator’s competency by 

providing training or periodic evaluation (Syarifah 

2015). 

Although the improvement of Andir market, in fact, 

prioritizes investors’ interests rather than the traders’ 

interests, so that it often occurrs conflict between 

them because the expensive price of the kiosks. In 

order to create cleaner and more comfortable 

environment, regulations that support the 

competitiveness of traditional markets must be 

created and applied, those are: 

 

1. Improving the infrastructure. It includes 

assuring the level of health, cleanliness, lighting 

and comfort. 

2. Doing investment to develop the market and 

also determining the minimum requirement of 

the service. It means that the market 

administrators must be qualified men and they 

must be given enough authority to take 

decisions ,so that they do not only deal with fee 

charged for the traders. 

3. Improving the administrators’ competency by 

conducting training and a periodic evaluation. 

Then, the administrators must consistently 

coordinate with the traders to get better market 

management. The cooperation between regional 

government and private sectors can be a 

solution to improve the competitiveness of the 

traditional market. 
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4. So far the traders always face problems related 

to the capital and commodity insurance, the 

government and financial institution must pay 

attention on these problems. A commodity-

supply strategy which is often used by the 

traditional market traders is buying goods in 

cash with their own money. It negatively affects 

to their business. They faces the risk of loss 

caused by the damage of the commodity and the 

fluctuated prices. 

The traders commonly have lower educational 

background, so when they are asked about the 

market strategies to compete and maintain their 

customers they will answer that they do not have any 

special strategies but only being friendly to 

customers, giving trust to them who wanted to owe 

something and also determining price, because it is 

the main factor to attract customers (Yenika Sri 

Rahayu and BAhtiar Fitanto 2012) 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

The knowledge about the trading strategy in the 

market competition is suitable for traders’ needs and 

capability to understand the knowledge which 

should be given gradually and consistently in the 

traditional markets. In addition, there must be a 

monitoring when the knowledge is implemented in 

the daily business activities. The involvement of the 

between the market administrators and trader 

communities is also necessary. If so, their 

competency will be gradually enhanced in order that 

they can compete with other traders. To do that, 

there must be human resource which can manage the 

traditional market modernly but maintain the special 

characteristic of traditional markets. The 

administrators must have strategies to improve the 

traditional market. 

In order to maintain the existence of Andir market, 

the local government has conducted some actions as 

follow: 

1. Conducting a special program which makes 

Andir market as garment wholesale centre. 

2. Collecting the data periodically about the number 

of the traders and the kinds of commodities 

available in Andir market. 

3. Giving more intensive education for the traders 

in Andir market and chance to develop their 

business. 

 

Andir market should be supported and developed. In 

this case, the government must prioritize the 

society’s interests. The direction of Andir market 

needs integrated efforts from the policy until the 

operational level.  Every level needs  

1. Political strategy focuses on how they behave 

toward the policies applied by the government as 

authoritative institution. The policies are related to 

how the local government look for source of income 

for capital accumulation through market 

development. 

2. Social strategy emphasizes on the relationship 

between market communities and the traders of 

Andir market. 

3. Economical strategy is conducted by improving 

the amount of the capital, trading methods and 

maintaining the customers as well as increasing the 

number of the communities. 

1. Beside those strategies, the traders in Andir 

market also has other strategies in order to 

improve their competitiveness so that they could 

survive.  

2. Price discrimination: in a business, competition 

among traders is common. Everyone wants their 

business to run well and be able to compete. A 

pricing strategy is needed attract customers. If 

the price was lower, the customers will want it. 

They thereupon do price discrimination by 

distinguishing the price for household buyers and 

shop resellers. The price level is an important 

factor that influences the buyer’s decision to buy. 

3. Flexibility of the payment: the customers are 

allowed to pay later on. Payment system by 

owing the product is a strategy to maintain the 

regular customer. It means that the customers are 

allowed to bring the goods in advance and pay 

them in the future when they come again to do 

other transaction. 

4. Improving  the service: Special treatment for 

regular customers. The traders has already known 

their regular customers. Usually they are resellers 

who buy in bulks daily to be sold again in their 

own stores. The traders will give them special 

treatment because they know that the 

commodities will be resold. The price for these 

regular customers are different from other 

customers. Moreover, they will be given ease 

during transaction such as installment payment. 

5. The transaction done is a personal relationship. 

The traders in Andir market usually has already 

regular customers. They know and trust each 

other. It is shown during the transaction process 

when they talk about something unrelated to the 

transaction or even they make joke. It is a unique 

relation in Andir market which do not occur in 

the modern market. Thus, it becomes more 

personal. It means that the sellers and buyers has 

already known each other and make indirect 

relationship among them. 
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organize the street vendors, by providing them 

kiosks in Andir market or prohibiting them to 
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Strategies to maintain the existence of Andir market 

have three patterns, namely political, social and 
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